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NO FRIEND OF CYPRUS
Labour Parliamentary Candidate for Edmonton 

After nearly 50 years since the outbreak of the Cyprus conflict, Greek and 
Turkish Cypriots desperately need closure and a chance to normalise relations. 
True friends of Cyprus (Greek and Turkish Cypriots) must understand that both 
sides have suffered, and both have legitimate needs and concerns.

In a BBC investigation, Labour MP Andrew Love was named and shamed for 
breaching Parliamentary rules by not declaring overseas trips paid for by 
foreign governments. Mr Love visited Cyprus in October 2004, August 2006,
and November 2008 courtesy of the Greek Cypriot authorities, including the 
Cyprus House of  Representatives. Each visit prompted pro-Greek Cypriot 

actions back in the UK.  

Breaking rules: On 8 November 2005 and 10 November 2009, Mr Love participated in debates on Cyprus 
without declaring an interest.  And in a single year following his Cyprus visit, Mr Love signed no less than 
10 Early Day Motions about the island, failing to declare an interest for five of them. 

Hypocrite: During November 2005 debate, Mr Love asked four questions all geared to support Greek 
Cypriot positions. In one, he refers to a Financial Times article on purchasing property in North Cyprus, 
“Should the [British]Government do more to bring to the attention of those who might read such articles 
some of the difficulties that might occur?” At no time during this debate or since has Mr Love addressed 
the fact similar issues affect property purchases in South Cyprus.

Against equality: In 2006, Mr Love signed an Early Day Motion which sought to undermine the political
equality of Turkish Cypriots and to remove the United Nations from its role as principal facilitator in the 
Cyprus conflict. British Turks urged Mr Love to withdraw his signature, but he refused. Clearly, Mr Love 
cares not for international treaties guaranteeing equal rights for Turkish Cypriots. 

No Love for Turkish Cypriots: Mr Love consistently promotes the need for action to remedy injustices 
against Greek Cypriots, but fails to speak up for Turkish Cypriot rights. In his address at the 2009 meeting 
of the National Federation of [Greek] Cypriots, held in the UK Parliament, Mr Love calls on Turkey to “let 
[Greek] Cypriot shipping to land in Turkey”, yet he refuses to call on Greek Cypriots to end their immoral 
embargoes on Turkish Cypriots, which affects all aspects of life – even friendly international football 
matches are banned!

Misrepresentation: Turkey is always the fall guy for Mr Love. Both in Parliament and at the annual Greek 
Cypriot July Trafalgar Square rallies, he unfairly accuses Turkey of being the reason why the 
internationally backed UN Annan Plan failed. He conveniently forgets that it was the Turkish side who 
voted in favour of the 2004 plan, while 76% of Greek Cypriots rejected it. 

VOTE LOVE OUT!
Replace him with a candidate who supports the rights & needs of all Cypriots.


